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ABSTRACT

SCALABILITY ISSUES IN BIG DATA ON CLOUD: A COMPARISON OF
VIRTUAL MACHINES AND LINUX CONTAINERS
Gökhan, Cansu
M.S., Software Engineering Department
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Ziya Karakaya
Co-Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ali Yazıcı
January 2017, 85 pages
In recent years, Big Data and Cloud Computing are gained importance in IT and
business. These two technologies are becoming as the complementing technologies
in a way that the former requires performance scalability, huge amount of storage and
the huge computation power, which are the key enabler technologies of Big Data
Analytic, and the latter, Cloud Computing, brings the opportunity to scale the
infrastructure on-demand, helps in utilizing computation resources and provides huge
amount of storage space. Until the recent years, the only technique used in
computation resource utilization was based on the hypervisor aided virtualization
technique, which is used to create Virtual Machine (VM). Nowadays, another
technique, which is faster and better in resource utilization, called container is getting
its popularity. In this thesis, the CPU, memory, disk I/O and network performance of
VM and container are compared in big data on cloud with using HiBench
benchmarks. In addition, scalability ratios were evaluated by testing on different
number of nodes. The results show that the containers have better performance and
better scalability.
Keywords: Big Data, Cloud Computing, Container, VM
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ÖZ

BULUT ÜZERİNDE BÜYÜK VERİLERDE ÖLÇEKLENEBİLİRLİK
KONUSU: SANAL MAKİNELER VE LINUX KONTEYNERLERİN
KARŞILAŞTIRILMASI
Gökhan, Cansu
Yüksek Lisans, Yazılım Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ziya Karakaya
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Ali Yazıcı
Ocak 2017, 85 sayfa
Son yıllarda, BT ve iş dünyasında Büyük Veri ve Bulut Bilişim önem kazanmıştır.
Büyük veri analizi için gerekli olan büyük miktarda depolama alanı ve hesaplama
gücüdür. Bulut Bilişimin, talep üzerine altyapıyı ölçeklendirmek, hesaplama
kaynaklarını kullanmaya yardımcı olmak ve büyük miktarda depolama alanı
sağlaması ile bu iki teknoloji birbirini tamamlayacı teknolojiler haline gelmiştir. Son
yıllara kadar, hesaplama kaynak kullanımında kullanılan tek teknik, Sanal Makine
oluşturmak için kullanılan, hipervisör destekli sanallaştırma tekniğine dayanıyordu.
Günümüzde, konteyner olarak adlandırılan ve kaynak kullanımında daha hızlı ve
daha iyi olan bir başka teknik popülerlik kazanmıştır. Bu çalışmada, bulut üzerinde
büyük verilerde ölçeklendirme konusu sanal makine ve konteynerlerin merkezi işlem
birimi, disk G/Ç, ağ ve bellek performansları HiBench kıyaslama uygulamaları
kullanılarak değerlendirilmiştir. Ayrıca, farklı düğüm sayıları üzerinde bu kıyaslama
uygulamaları kullanılarak sanal makine ve konteynerlerin ölçeklenebilirlik oranları
değerlendirilmiştir. Bu çalışmanın sonucu konteynerlerin daha iyi performansa ve
ölçeklenebilirliğe sahip olduğunu göstermektedir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Büyük Veri, Bulut Bilişim, Sanal Makina, Konteyner
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, big data has become an extremely popular concept in IT and business. As a
result of the rapid development and widespread usage of technology in all areas,
huge amount of data are produced. Twitter generates more than 7 TB of data every
day; Facebook produces 10 TB of daily, and some enterprises are compiling
hundreds of terabytes of data hourly (Zikopoulos and Eaton, 2011, p. 5). According
to Industrial Development Corporation (IDC), the amount of data generated in 2020
will be 44 times greater than in 2009 (Khan et al., 2014). If we take into
consideration the number and usage of smart devices, the data will continue to grow.
Big data generally consist of a huge amount of information within disparate data
sources such as web server logs, web statistics, social media feeds, blogs,
microblogs, climate sensors, call logs obtained from the GSM operators and so on.
With the right analysis of this data, many advantages can be gained like effective
marketing, new revenue opportunities, better products, better and faster decisions,
better risk management and many others. Thus, Big Data became the dominating
application type within many areas such as marketing, public relations, banking,
security, healthcare etc.
Big data deals with the data as such traditional methods are inadequate for the
management because of the higher costs of centralized computation power and
storage, in addition to their lack of scalability and efficiency. From the big data
perspective, it requires huge amount of storage and computation power. Since the
1

Big Data frameworks are designed in a way that the cluster is based on commodity
hardware, the cost of data storage and processing power became extremely cheaper
than that of traditional solutions. Nevertheless, Cloud Computing offers the most
appropriate solutions by providing the necessary infrastructure for storing and
processing of big data. Also, it provides scalable, fault-tolerant and high available
environments to big data systems. Thus, there is a complementary relationship
between these two technologies.
Clouds are built on virtualized infrastructure technology, as such, the computing
resources such as memory, CPU and storage are delivered through virtualized
platform. In addition to virtualization, cloud computing is based on another important
technique called abstraction. By these two enabler technologies, cloud can use
commodity hardware in order to deploy its services.
Most of the big data on cloud environments are using hypervisor to provision the
virtual machines. In this technique, the VMs have their own operating systems which
run on the virtual hardware resources provided by hypervisor (Felter et al., 2015).
Although it is proven to be a very useful technique in resource utilization, still there
is an inherent CPU overhead because of the hypervisor (Mytilinis et al., 2015).
In recent years, containers, which are also called “lightweight virtualization”, are
gaining its popularity due to their ability to offer superior performance because they
do not have their own operating systems (Morabito et al., 2015). Instead, they use the
OS kernel underlined with the host machine and they work similar to a regular
application which are completely isolated from each other as well as from the
underlying system. This technique receives its popularity mostly in Linux OS
virtualization, since it uses the features provided by Linux OS kernel itself, such as
“cgroup”, “namespace”, etc., in order to completely isolate each container from the
rest.

2

1.1

Purpose of the Study

In this thesis, the performance of Virtual Machine and Container is being
investigated in Big Data on Cloud environment. For this purpose, KVM (Kernel
based Virtual Machine) as the hypervisor and LXD as the container are being used.
For each of the specified environments, CPU, memory, disk I/O and network
performance tests were performed by using HiBench benchmarks.
According to the objective of this thesis, it has been investigated when a VM and
containers are considered;
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.2

Which one has better performance under CPU intensive workloads?
Which one has better performance under I/O intensive workloads?
Which one has better performance under Memory intensive workloads?
Which one has better performance under Network intensive workloads?
Significance of Study

There are many studies in the literature that compares VM and Container on Cloud,
but only 4 of them are based on a Big Data application. These studies have addressed
some aspects of the subject when comparing the performance of the VM and the
container. For example, in a study conducted by Varma and his colleagues (Varma et
al., 2016), only the network performance has been considered. In another study
(Yang, et al., 2013), CPU and memory performance were evaluated. Other research
conducted by Vasconcelos et al., (2014), mentioned the performance issues of CPU
and disk I/O. Furthermore, Aymen and Martineau (2016) have compared the CPU
performance and the energy consumption of two technologies of virtualization
(Docker containers and VMware). As a contribution to the literature, in this thesis we
will compare the performance of the VM and container in terms of memory, CPU,
network and disk I/O. Thus, we will try to close the gap in the literature on this
subject.
1.3

Definitions of Terms

Isolation: Virtual machines are essentially isolated from one another in the same
way that two physical machines would be on the same network. A virtual machine’s
3

running operating system has no knowledge of other virtual machines running on the
same machine. In some cases, the operating system itself has no way of knowing that
it is running in a virtualized environment either (Campbell, S., & Jeronimo, M.,
2006).
Scale-up: To scale vertically (or scale up/down) means to add resources to (or
remove resources from) a single node in a system, typically involving the addition of
CPUs or memory to a single computer1.
Scale-out: To scale horizontally (or scale out/in) means to add more nodes to (or
remove nodes from) a system, such as adding a new computer to a distributed
software application2.
Zookeeper: ZooKeeper is a centralized service for maintaining configuration
information, naming, providing distributed synchronization, and providing group
services3.
1.4

Thesis Outline

The introduction part, purpose of the study, significance of study and outline of the
thesis are given in Chapter 1. The relevant literature is presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 provides information about Big Data, Hadoop, Cloud Computing and
virtualization. The chapter is divided into four sections as follows: the first section is
related to Big Data and in this section the definition and characteristics of the big
data are given. The second section is related to Cloud Computing, where cloud
computing has been briefly reviewed and its relevance to big data has been
discussed. The third section is related to virtualization technologies which provides
information about hypervisor-based and container-based virtualization and also, its
relevance to big data is being discussed. The fourth section provides information on
the Hadoop ecosystem. Chapter 4 summarizes the research methodology and the
infrastructure used during the study, in addition to related benchmarks. Chapter 5
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalability#Horizontal_and_vertical_scaling
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalability#Horizontal_and_vertical_scaling
3 https://zookeeper.apache.org/
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presents the experiments results and their comparison. Chapter 6 concludes with
discussion of the findings and proposition to future research works.

5

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1

Big Data

Big data is a term that is used to represent various large amount of data which are
obtained from internet sites, social media, blogs, smartphones, and so on. These large
data are produced in different formats, different speeds and different sizes. Due to
such differences of data it becomes very difficult to store and process it using the
existing traditional techniques.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines Big Data as:
“Big data consists of advanced techniques that harness independent resources for
building scalable data systems when the characteristics of the datasets require new
architectures for efficient storage, manipulation, and analysis” 4.
Another definition given by Gartner: “Big Data are high-volume, high-velocity,
and/or high-variety information assets that require new forms of processing to enable
enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization.” (Douglas,
2012). According to this definition, characteristics of big data can be summarized as
3Vs: volume, velocity and variety.
While these three characteristics have been widely used to define big data, the
definition of big data has expanded to include other characteristics or “V”. For
4 This publication is available free of charge from: http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1500-1
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example, IBM has added Veracity as the fourth V 5. Oracle has included Value as an
additional dimension6. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Big Data Interoperability Framework has introduced Variability as a new dimension 7.
Also, Volatility has added by some analysts.

Figure 2.1 7V’s of Big Data

These seven characteristics can be defined as follows:
1. Volume is the most well known feature of big data. It specifies the huge amount
of data. These large amount of data is increasing every day and even every second.
According to IBM, 800,000 petabytes (PB) of data stored all over the world in the
year 2000, and this number is expected to reach 35 zettabytes (ZB) by 2020 ( Zicari,
R.V., 2014).
2. Velocity refers to the speed at which the data flows. The speed of analysis and
processing speed of data are very important in order to gain valuable information.

5 http://www.ibmbigdatahub.com/infographic/four-vs-big-data
6 https://www.oracle.com/big-data/index.html
7 This publication is available free of charge from: http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.1500-1
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3. Variety refers to data that is obtained from different sources in different forms,
including structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. Structured data
(numbers, dates etc.) can be easily stored and analyzed through traditional
approaches. However, unstructured data such as social media, sensors, videos,
images etc. can not be easily stored and analyzed with traditional ways. For this
reason, such type of data requires different techniques and different approaches to
store and analyze.
4. Veracity refers to the reliability of the data source and the appropriateness of data
for the target population. If the data is inaccurate or unreliable, result of an analysis
would be incorrect. What’s more, this situation can lead to serious problems
especially for companies who want to use these data for commercial purposes.
According to a survey conducted by IBM8, 27% of respondents were not sure of how
much of their data was accurate. One in three business leaders do not trust the
information they use to make decisions. The veracity of data is crucial for obtaining
accurate information.
5. Variability represents the variable meanings and interpretations of the data.
6. Volatility means that only the necessary data should be maintained as long as
needed. Data is valid for a period of time, and then it may be invalid or insignificant.
7. Value refers to the economic value that can be provided from big data. There are
some valuable information in the collected data. If this information is extracted and
made meaningful it turns into revenue for companies.
2.2

Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing is a kind of technology that allows everyone over the internet in
order to use hardware and software on demand. According to the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), the definition of cloud computing is “a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
8 http://www.ibmbigdatahub.com/infographic/four-vs-big-data
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configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction.” (Mell and Grance, 2011)

Figure 2.2 The NIST Cloud Computing Definitions9
Cloud computing can be categorized based on two models: Cloud computing
deployment models and cloud computing service models.
The deployment model defines the management of a cloud infrastructure and it also
defines the user access and authorization. There are four types of deployment models
which are public cloud, private cloud, community cloud and hybrid cloud. The
details of these clouds are given follows:
● Public Cloud: The public or external clouds are accessible for public use. All
services such as infrastructure, application are offered by a third party service
provider.
● Private Cloud: The private or internal clouds are only available for a specific
organization and these cloud types are managed by the company itself or a
third party.
9 http://maheshpotadar.blogspot.com.tr/2014/07/chapter-no-2-cloud-computing.html
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● Hybrid Cloud: The private and public cloud structures are used together in
this type of cloud. Public clouds can be used for data or applications where
privacy is not important, private clouds can be used for confidential data and
applications.
● Community Cloud: The community clouds are shared infrastructure between
many organizations and it supports a common purpose. These cloud types are
managed by the company itself or a third party.
The service model describes the types of services and also gives information about
the service provider and customer responsibilities. There are mainly three types of
cloud delivery models which are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as a
Service (SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS). These three models can be defined
as follows:
●

Infrastructure as a Service: Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provides
computing resources including servers, networking, storage, hardware, and so
on. In this model, all of the infrastructure are managed by the IaaS service
provider. However, the clients are responsible for operating systems, software
and deployed applications. GoGrid 10, Amazon(EC2)11, Eucalyptus12,
Terremark13 are some of the IaaS examples.

●

Platform as a Service: Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides a computing
platform including virtual machines, operating systems, applications,
development frameworks etc. The PaaS service provider is responsible for the
cloud infrastructure as well as an operating system environment, while the
client is responsible for installing and managing the application. The
examples of PaaS are Force.com 14, Google AppEngine15, Windows Azure
Platform16 etc.

10 https://wiki.gogrid.com/index.php/Main_Page
11 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
12 https://github.com/eucalyptus/eucalyptus/wiki/Eucalyptus-Virtual-Cloud
13 https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/CMS_TerremarkIaaSCloudServiceProvider.pdf
14 https://www.salesforce.com/products/platform/products/force/
15 https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs
16 https://azure.microsoft.com/tr-tr/
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●

Software as a Service: Software as a Service (SaaS) provides a complete
operating environment for users to access the software applications from the
cloud. The SaaS service provider is responsible for everything, including the
cloud platform and cloud infrastructure. The client is responsible for entering
and managing its data and user interaction. Some examples of SaaS are
GoogleApps17, SalesForce.com18, SQL Azure19.

In addition to deployment model and service model, the NIST cloud computing
definition (Mell and Grance, 2011) has been mentioned the following features:
● On-Demand Self Service: Cloud users can be provided their own cloud
services without requiring IT support.
● Broad Network Access: Cloud users can be accessed to computing resources
from anywhere, anytime via the network.
● Resource Pooling: Computing resources are pooled by the provider to meet
customer needs.
● Rapid Elasticity: Cloud users can expand or shrink the resources based on the
needs.
● Measured Service: Cloud users can be billed based on the usage of resources.
2.2.1

Relationship Between Cloud Computing and Big Data

Big Data due to its 3V characteristics has come along with many challenges (Katal et
al., 2013). These challenges are not only to store and manage the vast amount of
data, but also to analyze and extract significant values from it. Cloud computing is a
solution to the big data challenge, which supports a massive storage space and
computation power in order to meet big data processing.

17 https://gsuite.google.com/
18 https://www.salesforce.com/eu/?ir=1
19 http://dtucalculator.azurewebsites.net/
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As mentioned earlier, cloud computing offers the option of three service models,
namely, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software
as a Service (SaaS). These service models can provide an ideal computing
environment for big data technologies and also they can be served as public or
private. By using the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model, big data can meet the
needs in terms of hardware equipment (storage, network components) and computing
power (CPU, memory). In addition to the infrastructure, cloud provider delivers
middleware services such as Hadoop into their Platform as a Service (PaaS) model.
The Software as a Service (SaaS) model provides specific applications for big data
analytics.
Considering the volume of data which is one of the big data characteristics, it
requires scalable hardware infrastructure according to the demands. Apart from
scalability needs, it needs elastic computing capacity in order to dealing with the
velocity and volume of the big data sets. Faults, which are another challenges of big
data, are inevitable in big data processing. Therefore, the processing and data
management systems should be design to account for failures. Such features can be
achieved with cloud computing. Because of, cloud computing offers a scalable,
elastic, fault tolerant infrastructure with lower cost. Therefore, it is obvious that the
cloud computing and big data are complementary technologies.
2.3
2.3.1

Virtualization
Overview of Virtualization

In simple terms virtualization can be defined as “the creation of an abstract layer
between the resource and the resource user”. The physical resources on a system can
be shown in different forms to the application or user. This process can be done at
many levels, such as Network Virtualization, Application Virtualization, Server
Virtualization, I/O Virtualization and Storage Virtualization.

12

From Wikipedia, “Virtualization refers to the act of creating a virtual (rather than
actual) version of something, including virtual computer hardware platforms,
operating systems, storage devices, and computer network resources” 20.

Figure 2.3 The Architecture of a Computer System Before and After Virtualization 21

As shown in this figure, the traditional architecture provides only a single operating
system for the existing hardware, and all apllications are run within that operating
system. In contrast, the virtual architecture offers a virtualization layer (also called
hypervisor or VMM), and there are multiple isolated and independent operating
environments on this layer. The isolated operating environments are called VMs or
containers. Each of them provides an abstracted hardware interfaces to its
applications and utilizes resources as required from the host.
While virtualization is not a new technology, it is still a powerful technology for
information technology (IT). The most important reason behind the power of this
technology are; energy, cost and space saving, more efficient use of resources and
facilitation of management. In addition to these advantages, virtualization can also
provide solutions such as backup and disaster recovery to important applications.
2.3.1.1 Hypervisor Based Virtualization
Hypervisor-based virtualization is the most widely used virtualization technique. In
this type of virtualization, one or more VMs run on a physical machine by using a
20 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtualization
21 http://searchservervirtualization.techtarget.com/definition/virtualization
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hypervisor. Hypervisor or Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is a piece of software
that provides abstraction of all physical resources such as CPU, memory, network
and storage etc. (Chandramouli, R., 2014). This layer, which is directly accessible to
the hardware platform, creates virtual computers with hardware and operating
systems. In each of these virtual computers, different applications can run completely
independent of each other. The hypervisor takes the responsibility of allocating the
computing resources of the host machine for each virtual machine. Also, it provides
an isolation between virtual machines.
There are two types of hypervisor implementations: Type 1 and Type 2. Both of them
(Type 1 and Type 2) are based on a hardware level virtualization.

Figure 2.4 Type 1 and Type 2 Hypervisor Model

Type 1 Hypervisor: In this method, the hypervisor software is installed directly on
the hardware and the virtual machines are installed on the hypervisor software. Type
1 hypervisors are often referred to as a bare-metal or native hypervisor. The biggest
advantage of this architecture is that it uses physical resources directly, so it works
more efficiently and has higher performance. Some examples of Type 1 hypervisor
are given below:
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KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine): KVM22 is an open source and Linux based
virtualization solution. KVM can be installed on all x86 processors and it relies on
the Intel VT or AMD-V facilities to isolate the instructions. It supports many
operating system including Linux, Windows etc.
Xen: The leading brand in server virtualization solution is Xen 23. The first versions
of Xen is developed by the University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory. It is an
open source hypervisor, and supports a virtualization method called
"paravirtualization". Both 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems are supported by
XenServer.
Microsoft Hyper-V: Hyper-V24 is the most important product for Microsoft's server
virtualization. It is designed to work on systems with 64-bit processors. Whilst
Hyper-V is capable of running on machines with a 64-bit Windows Server 2008
operating systems (Windows Server 2008 Standard, Windows Server 2008 Enterprise
and Windows Server 2008 Datacenter), it can support any operating system.
VMware ESXİ: One of the most popular products for enterprise server virtualization
is VMware ESXi25. It is developed by VMware Inc. and it can run many operating
systems smoothly and efficiently and can also support 64-bit and 32-bit operating
systems.
Type 2 Hypervisor: In this method, the hypervisor runs on the host operating system
and it is also known as the hosted hypervisor. “A host OS is the first operating system
installed on a machine to enable a machine to support multiple virtual operating
systems” (Kulkarni et al., 2012). All resource allocation is offered by the host
operating system (Host OS). This additional layer between the hardware and the
hypervisor creates more resource overhead, and this causes a loss of performance in
virtual machines.

22 http://www.linux-kvm.org/page/Main_Page
23 http://xenserver.org/
24 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/windows-server
25 http://www.vmware.com/products/esxi-and-esx.html
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Some of the Type 2 hypervisor examples are as follows:
VMware Fusion: VMware Fusion26 is a virtualization solution that allows VMWare
to run other operating systems such as Linux, Microsoft Windows or Solaris on
virtual machines on MacOS X.
Oracle Virtualbox: Oracle Virtualbox27 is a free and open source virtualization
software package for Oracle Corporation x86 and AMD64 / Intel64-based computers
as part of the virtualization product family. It supports Linux, Windows, Macintosh
and Solaris hosts.
VMware Parallels: VMware Parallels28 is a commercial virtualization solutions for
the Mac OS X platform. Also, it supports hardware virtualization technologies such
as AMD-V and Intel VT-x.
Microsoft Virtual PC: Microsoft Virtual PC 29 is a program developed by Microsoft.
It is a free downloadable program for Windows. Virtual PC supports Ubuntu, Vista
and Mac OS X.
2.3.1.2 Container Based Virtualization
Container-based virtualizations have emerged as an alternative to the traditional
virtualization technology. Unlike hypervisor-based virtualization, container-based
virtualization is done at the operating system level. Therefore, it is also called as the
operating system level virtualization.

26 https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/fusion_pubs.html
27 https://www.virtualbox.org/
28 http://www.parallels.com/eu/
29 http:// www. microsoft.com/windows/virtualpc/
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Figure 2.5 Container-based Virtualization
All hypervisor-based virtual servers need to have their own guest operating system.
In container-based virtualization, containers use the host operating system’s kernel,
which means they use a common operating system. In this technique, the operating
system's kernel runs on the hardware with many isolated guests installed on top of it.
The isolated guests are called containers (Muppidi et al., 2015). Each container
system has its own file system, processes, memory space, device and network
interface and so on.
Even though, they work within the same operating system, the containers are isolated
from one another and can not unintentionally communicate with each other. Each
application works as an isolated in its own container. In order to isolate the resources
between the containers and the host operating system, Linux kernel, uses a feature
called “namespace”.
In container-based systems, it is possible to restrict, monitor and manage the resource
usage by using Control Groups (Cgroups) (Xavier et al., 2014). Also, Cgroups
provide a reliable way to terminate all processes within a container (Felter et al.,
2015).
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Examples of such type of virtualization include Linux-VServer 30, OpenVZ31, LXC
(Linux Containers)32, LXD33 , Docker34 and Rocket35.
Linux-VServer: It is the oldest implementation of container-based system for Linux.
For this reason, it doesn't support the “namespace” feature, but it implements its own
mechanisms in Linux kernel in order to provide CPU, network and process isolation.
OpenVZ: OpenVZ is free and open source virtualization solution offered by
Virtuozzo. It is built on top of kernel namespaces and uses PID and IPC namespaces
to provide isolation between processes from different contexts. A virtual system
running under OpenVZ can support up to 64 GB of memory. An OpenVZ kernel can
also handle up to 100 virtual operating systems at the same time.
LXC (Linux Containers): LXC runs multiple isolated containers on a host by using
a single Linux kernel. It is based on two Linux kernel features, namely, “Cgroups”
and “namespaces”. It uses Cgroups in order to monitor and manage the resource
usage. With namespaces, LXC isolates the resources between the containers and the
host operating system.
LXD (The Linux Container Daemon): LXD can be interpreted as the next step of
LXC (Linux Containers) technology by adding some important features. In
particular, it consists of three components: a system-wide daemon (lxd), a command
line client (lxc) and an OpenStack Nova plugin (nova-compute-lxd) 36.
Docker: It is based on open standards and Linux-based virtualization technology. It
uses the Linux kernel features such as namespaces and cgroups to provide isolation.

30 http://www.linux-vserver.org/Welcome_to_Linux-VServer.org
31 https://openvz.org/
32 https://linuxcontainers.org/
33 https://linuxcontainers.org/lxd/
34 https://www.docker.com/
35 https://coreos.com/rkt/docs/latest/
36 https://linuxcontainers.org/lxd/introduction/
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The applications, which are developed with Docker, are completely portable and can
be operated anywhere.
Rocket (Rkt): Rkt is a container system developed by CoreOS as an alternative to
the Docker. Unlike Docker, it uses the systemd-nspawn container management
library. It is based on an open container standard known as the “App Container” or
“app” specification. This ensures that rkt images are portable in many container
systems following the “application” open format.
2.3.2

Relationship Between Virtualization and Big Data

The complexity of handling and accessing information from big data can be
simplified by using the virtual environments. Virtualization helps to optimize the
entire infrastructure - including hardware, software and storage and provides the
efficiency required to process and manage structured and unstructured data (Hurwitz
and Nugent, 2013, p. 69).
Virtualization also plays an important role in creating of structures to business
continuity and disaster prevention, as well as in securing valuable data obtained from
big data.
There are three basic concepts in virtualization which are compatible with the
scalability and operational efficiency required for big data environments (Hurwitz
and Nugent, 2013, p.63):
● Partitioning: In virtualization, many applications and operating system are
run on a single physical system by dividing system resources between virtual
machines. This can reduce the operation costs and increase the server
utilization.
● Isolation: Each virtual machine is completely isolated from other virtual
machines on the host computer and the physical system. Thus, when a virtual
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machine crashes, other virtual machines on the same host will remain
unaffected.
● Encapsulation: In virtualization, the entire VM state can be kept in a file
through the encapsulation. Therefore, virtual machines can be easily managed
and easily migrated to different environments.

2.4

Hadoop Framework

2.4.1

Hadoop

The definition of Hadoop given by the Apache: “The Apache Hadoop software
library is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets
across clusters of computers using simple programming models. It is designed to
scale up from single servers to thousands of machines, each offering local
computation and storage. Rather than rely on hardware to deliver high-availability,
the library itself is designed to detect and handle failures at the application layer, so
delivering a highly-available service on top of a cluster of computers, each of which
may be prone to failures”37.
Hadoop is the most widely used platform in order to store and process huge amounts
of data within a less time frame in an economical way. In addition to being fast and
economical, it provides scalability, flexibility and fault tolerance features. It is an
open source solution and is developed in Java.
The aforementioned features can be explained as follows:
● Cost Effective: Hadoop brings massively parallel computing to commodity
servers. The result is a sizeable decrease in the cost per terabyte of storage,
which in turn makes it affordable to model all your data ( Hu, Han et al.,
2014).
37 http://hadoop.apache.org/
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● Scalable: New nodes can be easily added as needed without changing
anything (i.e. data formats, locations etc.) in the existing systems.
● Flexible: Hadoop has a flexible structure. As a result of this structure, all
types of data (structured, semistructured or unstructured) from any sources
can be managed by Hadoop.
● Fault Tolerance: The data in Hadoop are stored in different storage locations
on HDFS using the replication facility. Thus, if any machine in the cluster
goes down, the data can be accessed from other machine in which the same
copy was created38.
2.4.2

Hadoop Components

Apache Hadoop has several sub-components, but basically it consists of four
components called Hadoop Common, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS),
Hadoop YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator) and Hadoop MapReduce.

Figure 2.6 Hadoop Components

38 http://data-flair.training/blogs/learn-hadoop-hdfs-fault-tolerance/
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● Hadoop Common: It is a common module that supports all Hadoop modules.
● Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS): A distributed file system that
provides access to application data with high data.
● Hadoop YARN: It is a software infrastructure (framework) for job scheduling
and cluster scheduling.
● Hadoop MapReduce: It is a Hadoop YARN-based system for parallel
processing of big data sets based on the MapReduce paradigm.
2.4.2.1 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
The Hadoop Distributed File System or HDFS is a distributed file system and it
creates distributed data storage infrastructure.
The file contents in HDFS are divided into blocks (block's default size- 64 MB)
before they are stored on the clusters. Each block is replicated (default is 3) in order
to ensure availability and reliability.

Figure 2.7 HDFS Architecture39

39 http://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r2.7.2/hadoop-project-dist/hadoop-hdfs/HdfsDesign.html
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HDFS architecture is based on a master/slave architecture and it has two special
nodes.
NameNode: The first node is a NameNode, also known as a master. It is responsible
for managing the file system’s namespace and coordinating access to data ( Lin, C.Y.
and Liao, J.K., 2014). Additionally, it is responsible for determining the location of
the blocks to DataNodes.
DataNode: The second node is a DataNode which is also known as the slave. It is
responsible for storing and retrieving the data as blocks within HDFS. In addition,
DataNodes are responsible for serving write and read requests from the file system’s
clients, and reporting the block information back to the NameNode (Hsu et al.,
2012).
Each HDFS cluster consists of at least one NameNode, optionally a secondary
namenode and many DataNodes. The NameNode performs file system operations
such as creating new file, renaming a file, removing the file, keeping change logs,
and so on. of files and directories and gives instructions to the Data Nodes to perform
block creation, deletion, replication operations. Since the metadata about all files are
kept in the NameNode, in case of NameNode failure, all files on the file system are
lost. That makes the Single Point of Failure (SPoF). For that reason, in production
environments mostly high availability (HA) is build around by using more than one
NameNode, where only one of them would be in active state, and the others be in
slave mode. Zookeeper is used to elect leader, in case of any failure. Most people
confuses the job of Secondary Namenode which is understood as of whose main
purpose is to connect to the NameNode and keep a copy of the NameNode data. But
in reality this is not correct. The job of Secondary Namenode is to help NameNode to
not to exhaust memory by keeping all edit logs. For this, Secondary Namenode
regularly gets all edit logs and patches them to file image metadata. After than it
informs NameNode to refresh its image information by reloading it.
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2.4.2.2 YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator)
YARN is a framework that is responsible for providing computational resources
required for application executions. It allows Hadoop to share resources between
MapReduce and other data processing frameworks.
YARN is designed to resolve many limitations in MapReduce 1.0. In MapReduce 1.0
there is just one JobTracker in Hadoop cluster and acts as a master. It is responsible
for assigning the Map and Reduce tasks to the TaskTrackers, monitoring them and
redirecting tasks to other nodes in case of a failure. There are many TaskTracker in
each cluster and acts as a slaves. TaskTrackers are responsible for executing the
assigned tasks and sending the progress report to the JobTracker. By contrast, in
YARN the JobTracker responsibilities are handled by the ResourceManager and an
ApplicationMaster. The TaskTracker responsibilities are handled by the
NodeManager. The most important benefit of using YARN is its scalability.
MapReduce 1.0 supports maximum 4,000 nodes per cluster, but YARN supports
more than 10,000 nodes per cluster.
YARN has three main components:
● Resource Manager
○ Scheduler
○ ApplicationManager
● Node Manager
● Application Master
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Figure 2.8 YARN Architecture40
ResourceManager: The ResourceManager is a master service, it is responsible for
managing the use of resources across the cluster. It includes two components:
Scheduler and ApplicationManager.
Scheduler: The main responsibility of the Scheduler is to allocate the system
resources to running applications. The Scheduler allocates the resources as a
Container. A Container represents a collection of physical resources (CPU,
RAM, disk, network) in order to applications to run on particular nodes.
ApplicationManager: The responsibility of the ApplicationManager is to
accept job submissions from the client and negotiate the first container for
each application.
NodeManager: The NodeManager is a slave service, it is responsible for monitoring
the application’s usage of resources (e.g. CPU, disk, network, and memory) and
reporting back to the ResourceManager. It is also responsible for launching and
monitoring containers.

40 https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r2.7.2/hadoop-yarn/hadoop-yarn-site/YARN.html
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ApplicationMaster: The ApplicationMaster is responsible for managing assigned
applications. It interacts with the Scheduler to obtain the necessary resources and
also interacts with the NodeManager to execute assigned tasks and track the status of
that task.
Figure 2.9 shows how YARN runs an application. It can be summarized as follows:
1. The client submits a YARN application to the Resource Manager
2. The Resource Manager communicate with the corresponding NodeManager
3. The Node Manager launches the ApplicationMaster in a container
4. The ApplicationMaster executes a computation in the container and return the
result to the client or it can request more resources from the ResourceManager and
use them to run a distributed computation.

Figure 2.9 How YARN runs an application (White, T., 2015, p.80)
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2.4.2.3 MapReduce
MapReduce is a programming model that enables parallel computations to be
performed in the Hadoop architecture. MapReduce programs can be implemented in
any programming languages including Java, Python, C++, Perl and so on.
Figure 2.10 shows the execution steps of MapReduce Programming Model, each
map task and reduce task can be summarized as follows.
The map task execution consist of four phases:
1. Record Reader: The Record Reader is responsible for reading the input split and
creating the key-value pairs. These key-value pairs are sent to the mapper.

Figure 2.10 Overview of MapReduce Execution

2. Mapper: The input is taken as a key-value pair from the record reader and the
map function is executed on each key-value pair and produced a list of intermediate
key-value pair.
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3. Combiner: The combiner is responsible for taking intermediate key-value pair
and producing the output as key-value collection pairs.
4. Partitioner: If the combiner is being used, the partitioner is responsible for taking
intermediate key-value pair from the combiner. Otherwise, it is responsible for taking
intermediate key-value pair from the mapper and assigning the key-value pairs to
reducers.
The reduce task execution consist of three phases:
1. Shuffle & Sort: This step takes the output of the partitioner, which is the last step
of the map task, and downloads it to the machine on which the reduce task is to be
executed. In shuffle phase, all map output values which have the same key are
combined together and sent to the Reducer. In sort phase, the records are retrieved
and, they are sorted by key.
2. Reduce: The reduce function takes grouped data and runs once for each key
group. The data can be filtered, merged, or arithmetically processed at this step.
When the reduce process is finished, key-value pairs are sent to the final step Output
Format.
3. Output Format: The output is taken from the reduce function and it is written
directly to the file system, HDFS.
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

As stated in previous chapter, Big Data applications continue to receive an ever
increasing amount of attention, thus they become a dominant class of applications
deployed over virtualized environments, mostly on cloud environment (Mytilinis et
al., 2015).
The marriage of Cloud Computing and Big Data is being reasoned as: Cloud
Computing not only brings high computation power and large volume of storage but
also provides easy way of creating infrastructure and system depending on the needs,
by the use of abstraction techniques (Gokhan et al., 2016). On the other hand, Big
Data Analytics became a dominant technology being in use today because of
increased volume of data. The two most important enabler technologies of Big Data
are the computation power and the cheap storage, which obviously are the two
outcomes of the services provided by Cloud Computing. For that reason, these two
complementary technologies are being evolved very fast and being mostly studied
subjects by researchers in recent years.
In summary, cloud computing offers the most appropriate solutions by providing the
necessary infrastructure for storing and processing of big data. Also, it provides
scalable, fault-tolerant and high available environments to big data systems. Thus,
there is a complementary relationship between these two technologies.
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On the other hand, most of the time, clouds are built on virtualized infrastructure
technology. In the cloud environment, computing resources such as CPU, memory
and storage are delivered through a virtualized platform. Most of the big data on
cloud environments are using hypervisor to provision the virtual machines. In this
technique, the VMs have their own operating systems which run on the virtual
hardware resources provided by hypervisor (Felter et al., 2015). Although it is proven
to be a very useful technique in resource utilization, still there is an inherent
overhead because of the hypervisor (Mytilinis et al., 2015).
In recent years, containers, which are also called “lightweight virtualization”, are
gaining popularity due to their ability to offer superior performance because they do
not have their own operating systems (Morabito et al., 2015). Instead, they use the
OS kernel underlined with the host machine and they work similar to a regular
application and are completely isolated from each other as well as from the
underlying system. This technique receives its popularity mostly in Linux OS
virtualization, since it uses the features provided by Linux OS kernel itself, such as
“cgroup”, “namespace”, etc., in order to completely isolate each container from the
rest.
One can find many studies in literature about the comparison of different kinds of
hypervisors performance (Freet et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2016; Manik and Arora,
2016; Hwang et al., 2013; Elsayed and Abdelbaki, 2013). Depending on the date of
research study, and benchmarks being used in these studies, there can be different
conclusions about the winners. The practices show that KVM is widely used and in
most cases it is as good as the other solutions. For example, OpenStack itself is based
on KVM by default, but one can integrate other VMM (Virtual Machine Monitor,
known as Hypervisors) solutions also. On the contrary, there may be studies
indicating KVM as the hypervisor with the worst performance. For example Che et
al. (2010) have analyzed the performance of three open source virtual machine
monitors - OpenVZ, Xen and KVM. They run several macro and micro benchmarks,
in order to evaluate the performance of resource usage. Although it is practically
known that the least performer is OpenVZ, this research concluded that OpenVZ has
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the best performance and Xen follows OpenVZ, but KVM has lower performance
than OpenVZ and Xen.
This research is based on very old versions of solutions and the results become outof-date. Today we witness very important improvements within the solutions and the
winner is frequently changing. As stated by Morabito et.al. (2015), after two years, in
their second study the results clearly showed that the performance of KVM
hypervisor has dramatically improved during the last few years. For that reason, the
KVM is chosen as hypervisor solution for this thesis study. We do not need to
compare this with other hypervisors since it is the default of OpenStack Cloud
solution that is being used in this study.
3.1

Virtual Machine vs. Containers

In addition to comparison of VM types itself, there also many research comparing the
performance of VM versus container types (Seo et al., 2014; Felter et al., 2015; Joy,
Ann Mary, 2015; Morabito et al., 2015; Xavier et al., 2013; Soltesz et al., 2007 ). For
example, Seo et al (2014), presented the performance comparison of Linux Container
(specifically Docker) and Virtual Machine (specifically KVM). They analyzed each
of the size, boot speed, and CPU performance. Their research shows that: (i)
Docker's boot-time is faster than VM, (ii) VM spend much CPU-resources than
Docker’s, and (iii) Docker does not contain an OS but only installed software
resources, so its size is smaller than VM's.
Although it is known that hypervisors has inherent CPU overhead, there are a few
researches concluding that this overhead is ignorable in the case of Big Data
applications (Li et al., 2013). This is most probably because of the nature of Big Data
applications. Most of the Big Data applications is not CPU intensive, except the
machine learning algorithms based on the floating point operations. For example,
Felter and colleagues (2015) have concluded that both VM and containers are mature
technologies, and that both have negligible performance overheads with respect to
CPU and memory performance when used in Big Data applications.
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Another study, conducted by Joy, Ann Mary (2015) presents a comparison between
Linux containers and VMs in terms of performance and scalability. In this study,
Jmeter utility has been used for stress testing the application. AWS EC2 auto scaling
feature has been used in order to evaluate virtual machine scalability. Kubernetes 41
clustering tool has been used to evaluate Linux container scalability. As a result of
this research, containers have shown better performance than VMs. This study is not
based on Big Data application but rather compared the performance of both on Cloud
environment of Amazon’s EC2 solution.
The most comprehensive work on performance comparison of VMs and Linux
containers has been done by Felter and colleagues (2015). Their goal was to isolate
and understand the overhead introduced by VMs (specifically KVM) and containers
(specifically Docker) relative to non-virtualized Linux on Cloud. They have
concluded that both VM and containers are mature technologies, and that both have
negligible performance overheads with respect to CPU and Memory performance.
Nevertheless, they warned about the use of these technologies in case of I/O
intensive works, which is the case in Big Data Application on Cloud.
Other researchers, Morabito et al. (2015), present a detailed performance comparison
of traditional hypervisor based virtualization and new lightweight solutions by using
KVM, LXC, and Docker. The researchers used the following benchmark applications
in order to measure CPU, Memory, Disk I/O, and Network I/O performance: Ycruncher, LINPACK and NBENCH for the CPU, Bonnie ++ for Disk I/O, STREAM
for memory and Netperf for network. Their results showed that containers achieve
generally better performance when compared with traditional virtual machines and
other recent solutions. This study again is not comparing the performance of both
technologies under a Big Data application, instead using traditional benchmark that
are mostly used in high performance computing and low level disk benchmarking.
There are many similar works done from the point of view of HPC such as Xavier et
al. (2013). They evaluated the trade-off between performance and isolation. For this,
41 http://kubernetes.io/
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they have compared Linux VServer, OpenVZ and LXC which are container-based
virtualization systems and Xen which is hypervisor-based virtualization. It was
concluded that all container-based systems have a near native performance of CPU,
memory, I/O and network. While, Xen was only able to achieve near native
performance for CPU-intensive benchmarks. Their tests also demonstrate that the
Xen has the better isolation, due to non shared operating system.
As the scalability issue of these two technologies, Soltesz et al. (2007) measured
relative scalability of Linux-VServer and Xen. Their experiments indicate that the
Linux-VServer performs 2x better than VMs for server-type workloads and scale
further while preserving performance.
3.2

Big Data on Cloud

As stated above, the Cloud Computing brings many opportunities for Big Data
applications. One of them is utilizing virtualization. Yang et al. (2013)

have

discussed the impact of virtual machine on Hadoop. They describe the effect of
different virtualization technologies such as KVM, Xen and OpenVZ on MapReduce
environment. Also, they evaluate performance and stability of HDFS (Hadoop
Distributed File System) on KVM, Xen and OpenVZ. They conclude Xen is the best
choice for us to construct Hadoop on virtual machines because it supports HDFS
both on stability and performance. But, since the paper is published 3 years ago, this
condition must be evaluated once again with current versions of them. As stated by
Morabito et.al. after two years, their study results clearly showed that the
performance of KVM hypervisor has dramatically improved during the last few
years.
There are many research studies conducting scalability opportunities of Big Data
applications under the cloud environment. One of such study, conducted by Gohil
and his colleagues (Gohil et al., 2014), discussed various MapReduce applications
like Wordcount, Pi, TeraSort, Grep in a cloud based Hadoop. They have shown
performance of these applications on Amazon EC2 using two types of Ubuntu
instances with respect to execution time and number of nodes. They found that as the
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number of nodes increases the execution time decreases and performance increases.
For this reason, they concluded that the results of MapReduce applications are
dependent on the size of a Hadoop cluster.
The results of this study was not a surprize because of almost linear scalability of Big
Data application based on the nature of MapReduce programming model and the
infrastructure of Hadoop. Many studies showed a well scalability of Hadoop on very
large number of nodes, even containing thousands of nodes (Liu et al., 2016).
According to Hadoop web site 42, Yahoo has more than 100,000 CPUs in over 40,000
servers running Hadoop, with its biggest Hadoop cluster running 4,500 nodes. Even
more nodes have been tested by Google, where the mapreduce programming model
is developed.
A very interesting study was conducted by Yanzhang et al. (2014) focusing on the
scalability performance issues of Hadoop Virtual Cluster with a cost consideration.
They compared the scalability performance with respect to scale-up and scale-out
methods under different workloads. Hadoop benchmarks and real parallel machine
learning algorithms were used to evaluate the scalability performance. Their
experimental results showed that the scale-up method outperformed the scale-out
method for CPU-bound applications, and the opposite for I/O-bound applications.
They also noted that disk and network I/O are the main bottlenecks of cloud platform
due to shared resource contention and interference.
One of the performance comparison of Hadoop Cluster over a Cloud Platform using
KVM and VirtualBox is done by Hyder et. al. (2014). They focus on integration of
Hadoop Cluster on OpenStack cloud as it’s one of the services and then highlights
the performance comparison of Hadoop cluster on Type 2 hypervisor VirtualBox.
The results of their study showed the successful implementation of Hadoop as a
cloud service and its performance enhancement in comparison to native virtual
Hadoop cluster on Type 2 hypervisors.

42 https://wiki.apache.org/hadoop/PoweredBy#Y
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3.3

Virtual Machine vs. Container in Big Data on Cloud Platform

There are many studies in the literature that compares VM and container on Cloud,
but only a few of them are based on Big Data applications (Varma et al., 2016;
Vasconcelos et al., 2014; Aymen and Martineau, 2016). These studies have addressed
some aspects of the subject when comparing the performance of the VM and the
container. For example, in a study conducted by Varma and his colleagues (Varma et
al., 2016), only the network performance have been handled. They have studied the
details of container networking with special attention given on the context switching
latency. They evaluated Hadoop benchmarks with different number of containers on
computing host directly, and on VM created under the same computing host. They
observed that the scalability of HDFS was not linear with the number of nodes which
is caused by network layers. That was the effect of a significant delay in RTT (Round
Trip Time) operation. They offered the use of containers on top of VM’s.
In another study, Aymen and Martineau (2016) have compared the performance and
the energy consumption of two technologies of virtualization (Docker containers and
VMware) and benchmark the Hadoop software using these environments. In order to
reach the results they used the Teragen, TeraSort and TestDFSIO benchmarks. They
have concluded that; containers have more memory efficient solution than that of
hypervisor based VM. Additionally, they stated that the CPU performance of
containers is approximately %40 better than VM. They also noticed that the CPU
usage of container version solution was half of the CPU overload of the hypervisor
based virtualization.
Furthermore, a study conducted by Vasconcelos et al., (2014), mentioned the
performance issues of CPU and disk I/O. In their work, they conducted benchmarks
to measure the performance of a Hadoop cluster deployed on OpenNebula clouds
with KVM and OpenVZ. Their results showed that OpenVZ performs better than
KVM in the CPU and I/O reading benchmarks and KVM achieves better
performance in the I/O writing benchmarks.
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As a contribution to the literature, this thesis study focuses on comparing the
performance of the KVM based VM and LXD based container. For each of the
specified environments, HiBench is used to measure CPU, memory, disk I/O and
network performance. Thus, we try to close the gap in the literature on this subject.
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1

Research Method

The main objective of this study is to compare the VM and Container performance
for Big Data applications in terms of Network, CPU, Disk I/O and Memory
performance within the Hadoop environment on Cloud. Owing to this, the
experimental research methodology is used in this thesis.
“The experimental method is a systematic and scientific approach to research in
which the researcher manipulates one or more variables, and controls and measures
any change in other variables .”43

Research
Questions

Design
Experiment

Collect
Data

Analyze
Data

Draw
Conclusion

Figure 4.1 Experimental Design Process
We took in consideration these five stages in order to realize the experimental work.
To perform the first stage we were created the following four main research
questions. Comparing VM versus containers;
43 https://explorable.com/experimental-research
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1. Which one has better performance under CPU intensive workloads?
2. Which one has better performance under I/O intensive workloads?
3. Which one has better performance under Memory intensive workloads
4. Which one has better performance under Network intensive workloads?
In the second stage, OpenStack was used to design the experimental environment.
Details and technical specifications are given in section 4.2. Third stage of the
experiment is done using HiBench benchmarks suite whose details are given in
section 4.3. Finally, we concluded our experiment by interpreting the collected data.
4.2
4.2.1

Infrastructure
OpenStack

OpenStack is an open source, free platform originally developed by Rackspace and
NASA to provide the management and distribution of cloud infrastructure. It
supports public, private, and hybrid cloud deployments. It provides the simplicity
and scalability of the application, which are the two fundamental requirements of
cloud architecture.
In this thesis, the cloud architecture shown in Figure 4.2 is being used. OpenStack
cloud environment that exist in department Research laboratory is utilized for this
purpose..
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LXD Computing NODES
KVM Computing NODES
Object Storage Node #1
Object Storage Node #2

STORAGE NETWORK 1Gbps

MANAGEMENT NETWORK 1Gbps

EXTERNAL NETWORK 1Gbps

Controller

Block Storage Node
SAN Storage Device
Figure 4.2 Openstack Cloud Architecture

Controller Machine contains Identity Service (Keystone), Dashboard (Horizon),
Network Management Service (Neutron), Data Processing Service (Sahara), Key
Management Service (Barbican), Container Management Service (Magnum), and
Image Service (Glance) whose details are given below.
1. Identity Service (Keystone): Keystone provides verification service for
users and other components. This service is responsible for creating and
managing users, roles, and projects. It supports validation mechanisms in
different forms. Standard username and encryption mechanisms, token-based
systems, and Amazon Web Services (AWS) logins can be listed amongs the
other supported methods.
2. Dashboard (Horizon): The horizon provides a graphical user interface for
system administrators and users to access for managing and monitoring the
cloud based resources and services.
3. Network Management Service (Neutron): It is used to create and manage
networks, subnets, routers and floating IPs. OpenStack comes with
networking plug-ins and agents. Agents include Cisco virtual and physical
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switches, Open vSwitches, linuxbridge and many more. The most commonly
used agents are L3 and DHCP. OpenStack networking allows projects to
create advanced virtual network topologies. Such as firewalls, load balancers
and virtual private networks (VPNs). In our architecture linuxbridge agent is
being used in order to connect external network to others.
4. Data Processing Service (Sahara): Sahara makes it easy for users to deploy
and configure data processing structures such as Hadoop, Spark, Storm on
OpenStack.
5. Key Management Service (Barbican): Barbican is a REST API designed to
safely store, prepare and manage secrets. It is intended to be useful for all
environments, including large temporary Clouds.
6. Container Management Service (Magnum): Magnum is an OpenStack
project that offers container orchestration engines such as Docker Swarm,
Kubernetes, and Apache Mesos to deploy and manage containers as first-class
resources at OpenStack44.
7. Image Service (Glance): The Glance service acts as a registry for virtual
machine images. These images can be used as templates when creating new
instances.
Computing Service (Nova) manages virtual machines running on nodes and
provides new virtual machines on demand. Nova is a distributed service. That is,
interacting with Keystone for authentication. It is in interaction with Glance for
images. It is also interacting with Horizon for the web interface. Nova is designed to
grow horizontally on standard equipment.
Object Storage Service (Swift) is a distributed and scalable object-based storage
system. The object storage system can be scaled directly with the addition of new
computers.
Block Storage Service (Cinder) manages storage volumes for virtual machines.
44 https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Magnum
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This is a permanent block storage structure for instances running on “Nova”.
4.2.1.1 Technical Specs
Hardware Features are given below:
1. Controller:
Intel i7 CPU, 32 GB of RAM, 256 GB of SSD Disk, 2 x 1 TB of SAS Hard
Disk Drive, 2 Network Cards of 1 GbE. OS is Ubuntu 14.04.
2. Nova-lxd Container Based Computing Node:
Intel i7 CPU, 8 GB of RAM, 230 GB of Hard Disk, 1 Network Card with 1
GbE. OS is Ubuntu 14.04.
3. KVM Based Computing Node:
Intel i7 CPU, 8 GB of RAM, 230 GB of Hard Disk, 1 Network Card with 1
GbE. OS is Ubuntu 14.04.
4.2.2

Big Data on Cloud

Big Data environment is deployed on OpenStack. For data processing we used
Hadoop environment. In its infrastructure, the master node contains NameNode,
ResourceManager, Oozie and History server. Worker Nodes contains DataNode and
NodeManager. The number of master and worker nodes are created exactly same in
both configuration using KVM and LXD.
4.2.3

Hadoop on KVM

In the above specifications, KVM based hadoop clusters are created using the
following structure.
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Figure 4.3 Hadoop on KVM

4.2.4

Hadoop on Container

As same of above specifications, container based hadoop clusters are created using
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Openstack Cloud Architecture

the following structure.

4.3

Benchmarks

In order to evaluate the performance of KVM and LXD based hadoop clusters, 10
workloads from 17 HiBench workloads45 were selected and used throughout all
experiments. These workloads are divided into 4 categories as MicroBenchmarks,
Web Search Benchmarks, Machine Learning Benchmarks and SQL Benchmarks
whose details are given below (Huang et al., 2011).
1. MicroBenchmarks:
● Sort: The Sort benchmark is used to sort the input data, which is generated
using the RandomWriter program. It is I/O bound benchmarking tool.
● TeraSort: Terasort is used to sorts data. The input data is generated by the
Teragen. It is CPU and I/O bound benchmarking tool.
● WordCount: The Wordcount benchmark reads text files and counts how
often words occur (Ye et al., 2012). The input data is generated by the
RandomTextWriter. It is CPU intensive benchmarking tool.
● Enhanced DFSIO (dfsioe): This benchmark tool is used to perform read and
write tests for HDFS. It consists of two parts, dfsioe-write and dfsioe-read. It
is I/O intensive benchmarking tool.
2. Web Search Benchmarks:
● PageRank: This workload contains an implementation of the PageRank
algorithm on Hadoop. It calculates the ranks of web pages according to the
reference number of referens links. It is CPU intensive benchmarking tool.
3. Machine Learning:
● Bayesian Classification (bayes): This workload tests the Naive Bayesian
trainer in Mahout 0.7. It uses the automatically generated documents. It is I/O
intensive benchmarking tool.
● K-means clustering (kmeans): This workload tests the K-means clustering
based on Mahout 0.7. The input data set is generated by GenKMeansDataset
45 https://github.com/intel-hadoop/HiBench
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based on Uniform Distribution and Guassian Distribution 46. The K-Means
clustering algorithm consists of iteration and clustering steps. It is CPU
bound for the iteration steps, and I/O bound for the clustering steps.
4. SQL:
● Join, Scan and Aggreation: It tests typical SQL commands by using Hive
queries. Their inputs are automatically generated web data with hyperlinks. It
is I/O bound benchmarking tool.
Table 4.1: HiBench Workloads Characteristics
Categories

Micro Benchmarks

Web Search

Machine Learning

A nal yt i cal Q uery
(SQL)

Workload

System Resource Utilization

Sort

I/O bound

TeraSort

Map Stage: CPU bound
Reduce Stage: I/O bound

WordCount

CPU bound

EnhancedDFSIO

I/O bound

PageRank

CPU bound

Bayesian Classification
I/O bound
(Bayes)
K-means Clustering (k- CPU bound in iteration
means)
I/O bound in clustering
Hive Join

I/O bound

Hive Aggregation

I/O bound

Scan

I/O bound

46 https://github.com/intel-hadoop/HiBench
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISONS

As stated in the previous chapter, Intel’s HiBench benchmark application is used to
measure the performance of Hadoop Framework under four different benchmark
suites. These are known as; (i) micro benchmarks (Sort, TeraSort, WordCount,
DFSIOExtended), (ii) SQL Benchmarks using Hive (Aggregation, Join, and Scan),
(iii) Web Search Benchmark (Pagerank), and (iv) Machine Learning (Bayes and
KMeans) benchmarks. We have constructed an Hadoop environment containing one
master with different number of workers. Due to the limitation of available hardware,
we have limited the number of workers from 3 to 9.
For each node, we run selected benchmarks 3 times and reported the average job
execution time and throughput values. In addition to job execution times and
throughput values, we also collected the CPU, memory, network and disk usage
statistics throughout the experiments.
We have started to measure the performance with 3 nodes, instead of single node,
since we set the data replication factor to 3 for HDFS. This means every data block
would be kept in 3 different nodes. The performance results with 3 nodes would be
used as the unit reference measure during the computation of scalability.
For the purpose of this study, we have installed Hadoop’s latest stable version 2.7.3
on every node, containing the Oracle JDK 1.8. We made some modifications on the
configuration of Hadoop, so that YARN is given maximum of 6544 MB of RAM .
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The reason behind this memory setting is given in Conclusion chapter. Approximate
data size used by every benchmark is given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: The approximate data sizes of each benchmark used in HiBench
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

Input Data Size (Byte)
320,000,000
3,200,000,000
3,200,000,000
671,088,640
671,088,640
37,276,422
191,995,691
200,985,661
259,914,761
375,698,195
4,016,371,705

For each benchmark we have used following HiBench configuration parameters:
Table 5.2: Hibench configuration parameters
hibench.sort.large.datasize
hibench.terasort.large.datasize
hibench.wordcount.large.datasize
hibench.dfsioe.large.read.number_of_files
hibench.dfsioe.large.read.file_size
hibench.dfsioe.large.write.number_of_files
hibench.dfsioe.large.write.file_size
hibench.aggregation.large.uservisits
hibench.aggregation.large.pages
hibench.join.large.uservisits
hibench.join.large.pages
hibench.scan.large.uservisits
hibench.scan.large.pages
hibench.pagerank.large.pages
hibench.pagerank.large.num_iterations
hibench.pagerank.large.block
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320,000,000
32,000,000
3,200,000,000
64
10
64
10
1,000,000
120,000
1,000,000
120,000
1,000,000
120,000
500,000
3
0

Table 5.3 (Continued)
hibench.pagerank.large.block_width
hibench.bayes.large.pages
hibench.bayes.large.classes
hibench.bayes.large.ngrams
hibench.kmeans.large.num_of_clusters
hibench.kmeans.large.dimensions
hibench.kmeans.large.num_of_samples
hibench.kmeans.large.samples_per_inputfile
hibench.kmeans.large.max_iteration
hibench.kmeans.large.k
hibench.kmeans.large.convergedist

5.1

16
100,000
100
2
5
20
20,000,000
4,000,000
5
10
0,5

Experimental Results with Three Nodes

Table 5.3 shows the results obtained by running HiBench on 3 workers over the
KVM based VM and LXD container, which are also displayed in Figure 5.1.
As depicted in Figure 5.1, container solution has better execution time results in all
benchmarks, but with different execution time ratio.
Table 5.3: Summary of HiBench results for three nodes VM and Container
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

Execution Time (sec)
VM
Container
22.773
22.057
85.546
55.951
62.862
57.373
59.063
56.169
61.730
57.501
43.141
39.674
77.569
74.796
37.236
34.808
215.231
192.831
675.195
551.610
359.521
267.588
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Throughput (bytes/s)
VM
Container
14432732
14940656
40814131
57761028
52258764
57312746
11439433
12016851
10995637
11807494
864249
940449
2475995
2566137
5402789
5785742
1207605
1348061
556650
681046
11177198
15546598

Figure 5.1 Three Nodes Execution Time Comparison of VM vs. Container
5.2

Experimental Results with Five Nodes

Table 5.4 summarizes the execution time (in seconds) and throughput (in MB per
seconds) obtained from the 5 worker nodes of VM and Container test runs.
Table 5.4: Summary of HiBench results for five nodes VM and Container

Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

Execution Time (sec)
VM
Container
20.887
19.360
64.646
45.222
41.621
36.461
49.657
46.567
53.487
47.424
42.377
38.087
72.006
64.818
37.757
32.807
178.7
168.632
517.099
481.287
208.95
201.146
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Throughput (bytes/s)
VM
Container
15759905
16977902
49685064
71178352
79088456
90107242
13592946
14457906
12706806
14243589
879744
978956
2666905
2962055
5330916
6133001
1454394
1541104
726566
780620
19750335
19977215

Figure 5.2 shows the execution time of the VM and container on 5 nodes for 11
HiBench workloads. The lower values represent the faster execution time, so it is
clear that the container outperforms VM in all benchmarks.

Figure 5.2 Five Nodes -VM versus Container Execution Time
5.3

Experimental Results with Seven Nodes

Table 5.5 shows the execution time and throughput values for 7 nodes KVM based
VM and LXD container respectively.
It is worth here noting that when the number of nodes is increased, the time spend for
solution in VM and Container gets closer. This does not mean that VM scales better.
Increasing the number of nodes adds more computation power into cluster, which
totally becomes more than that of needed by benchmark application. Because of that
overage in computing power, both solution had to spend nearly same execution time.
To see the real effect of container performance, one need to execute application in a
way that it uses almost 100 percent of resources.
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Table 5.5: Summary of HiBench results for seven nodes VM and Container
Execution Time (sec)
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

VM
20.102
47.764
38.458
46.684
47.889
40.78
69.127
35.357
154.072
456.327
161.744

Container
19.099
36.467
33.939
43.304
43.177
36.984
62.093
31.179
141.228
428.71
161.615

Throughput (bytes/s)
VM
16341656
67253680
85448829
14455065
14170164
914455
2778905
5686615
1687443
823311
25625101

Container
122103527
62687165
68977232
11208426
11108643
722611
2219225
4580241
1313794
626428
17686679

Figure 5.3 Seven Nodes - VM versus Container Execution Time

5.4

Experimental Results with Nine Nodes

Table 5.6 shows the execution time and throughput values for 9 nodes KVM based
VM and LXD container.
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Table 5.6: Summary of HiBench results for nine nodes VM and Container
Execution Time (sec)
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

Throughput (bytes/s)

VM
20.209
38.249
34.85
45.209

Container
17.816
33.032
30.755
40.296

VM
16282434
84709743
94654337
14944938

Container
17759585
94893547
102413542
16255525

45.909
40.393
66.363
33.867
137.801
408.92
122.988

41.046
35.704
60.126
29.879
126.326
388.26
117.87

14789619
922990
2895194
5935565
1886419
919065
32973061

16514707
979469
3025195
6083754
1943994
963440
26931890

Figure 5.4 Nine Nodes - VM versus Container Execution Time
5.5

Analysis of VM Results

In this part, we provide information and discussion about the test results of VM only.
As can be seen from the Table 5.7 and Figure 5.5, when the number of nodes
increased, the solutions take less time under all workloads.
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Table 5.7: Summary of Execution Time results for 3,5,7 and 9 nodes VM
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

3 Nodes
22.773
85.546
62.862
59.063
61.730
43.141
77.569
37.236
215.231
675.195
359.521

Execution Time (sec)
5 Nodes
7 Nodes
20.887
20.102
64.646
47.764
41.621
38.458
49.657
46.684
53.487
47.889
42.377
40.78
72.006
69.127
37.757
35.357
178.7
154.072
517.099
456.327
208.95
161.744

9 Nodes
20.209
38.249
34.85
45.209
45.909
40.393
66.363
33.867
137.801
408.92
122.988

Figure 5.5 VM Execution Time
On the other hand, the scalability factor of each workload differs. For example,
Kmeans and Terasort benchmarks showed better scalability when compared to
others, as depicted in Figure 5.6 and Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8: VM speedup with respect to three nodes
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

3 Nodes
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Speedup
5 Nodes
7 Nodes
1.09
1.13
1.32
1.79
1.51
1.63
1.19
1.27
1.15
1.29
1.02
1.06
1.08
1.12
0.99
1.05
1.20
1.40
1.31
1.48
1.72
2.22

9 Nodes
1.13
2.24
1.80
1.31
1.34
1.07
1.17
1.10
1.56
1.65
2.92

Figure 5.6 VM Speedup with respect to 3 Nodes
When the details of Kmeans and Terasort monitoring results produced by HiBench
suite were analyzed, it has been observed that these two benchmarks use CPU, I/O,
Memory and Network intensively. That is why, they can not be classified as only
CPU intensive, or I/O intensive, but they use every aspects of the resources.
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It is better to show here the figures taken from the monitoring tool of HiBench suite
for Kmeans benchmarks. Although we have many such pictures, in order to save
space, we will give a single example of Kmeans.
As can be seen from the Figure 5.7, the CPU load of overall system decreases while
the number of node is increased. Additionally, the iowait state of CPU is also
decreasing noticeably, which makes CPU to process data faster.

Figure 5.7 CPU Usage summary of Kmeans taken from monitoring tool
5.6

Analysis of Container Results

The most interesting results about the container that we have found is the use of
memory buffer. Linux always tries to use RAM to speed up disk operations by using
available memory for buffers and cache, but the use of buffers and cache in container
was measured with KiB (KibiBit), whereas this value is measured by GiB (GibiBit)
in the VM. This was thought of as one drawback of LXD container.
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On the other hand, in container solution the maximum throughput of disk I/O is
always shown higher than that of VMs.
For the network performance it was not noticeable by looking at network throughput
because the values are so closed. This may be due to network speed limit of 1GbE
which produces a bottleneck.
Table 5.9: Summary of Execution Time results for 3,5,7 and 9 nodes Container
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

3 Nodes
22.057
55.951
57.373
56.169
57.501
39.674
74.796
34.808
192.831
551.610
267.588

Execution Time (sec)
5 Nodes
7 Nodes
19.360
19.099
45.222
36.467
36.461
33.939
46.567
43.304
47.424
43.177
38.087
36.984
64.818
62.093
32.807
31.179
168.632
141.228
481.287
428.71
201.146
161.615

9 Nodes
17.816
33.032
30.755
40.296
41.046
35.704
60.126
29.879
126.326
388.26
117.87
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Figure 5.8 Container Execution Time
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Table 5.10: Container speedup with respect to three nodes

Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

3 Nodes
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Speedup
5 Nodes
7 Nodes
1.139
1.155
1.237
1.534
1.574
1.690
1.206
1.297
1.212
1.332
1.042
1.073
1.154
1.205
1.061
1.116
1.144
1.365
1.146
1.287
1.330
1.656

9 Nodes
1.238
1.694
1.865
1.394
1.401
1.111
1.244
1.165
1.526
1.421
2.270

Figure 5.9 Container speedup with respect to 3 nodes
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5.7

Container vs. VM Results Comparison

Now it is time to make detailed comparison of VM with containers with all
benchmarks used in the experiment and discuss about the monitoring tool results.
Followings are the results of each benchmark:
Table 5.11: Sort Execution time VM vs Container
Sort

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

22.057

19.36

19.099

17.816

VM

22.773

20.887

20.102

20.209

Table 5.12: TeraSort Execution time VM vs Container
Terasort

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

55.951

45.222

36.467

33.032

VM

85.546

64.646

47.764

38.249

Table 5.13: WordCount Execution time VM vs Container
WordCount

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

57.373

36.461

33.939

30.755

VM

62.862

41.621

38.458

34.85

Table 5.14: Dfsio-read Execution time VM vs Container
Dfsioe-read

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

56.169

46.567

43.304

40.296

VM

59.063

49.657

46.684

45.207
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Table 5.15: Dfsio-write Execution time VM vs Container
Dfsioe-write

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

57.501

47.424

43.177

41.046

VM

61.73

53.487

47.889

45.909

Table 5.16: Aggregation Execution time VM vs Container
Aggregation

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

39.674

38.087

36.984

35.704

VM

43.141

42.377

40.78

40.393

Table 5.17: Join Execution time VM vs Container
Join

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

74.796

64.818

62.093

60.126

VM

77.569

72.006

69.127

66.363

Table 5.18: Scan Execution time VM vs Container
Scan

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

34.808

32.807

31.179

29.879

VM

37.236

37.757

35.357

33.867

Table 5.19: Pagerank Execution time VM vs Container
Pagerank

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

192.831

168.632

141.228

126.326

VM

215.231

178.7

154.072

137.801
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Table 5.20. Bayes Execution time VM vs Container
Bayes

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

551.61

481.287

428.71

388.26

VM

675.195

517.099

456.327

408.92

Table 5.21. Kmeans Execution time VM vs Container
Kmeans

3 Nodes

5 Nodes

7 Nodes

9 Nodes

Container

267.588

201.146

161.615

117.87

VM

359.521

208.95

161.744

122.988
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Figure 5.10 All Benchmark Execution Time Container vs. VM
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As given in Table 5.11 to Table 5.21, and shown in Figure 5.10, Container has better
performance on all benchmarks. This does not mean that the condition will remain
the same when the cluster is resized to more nodes. Due to our hardware limitation,
we could only manage to test up to 9 worker nodes. Rigorous reader would see that,
in some cases, the speedup ratio of VM is better than that of Container. To see the
case, let us compute how container is faster than VM. For this purpose we will
compute speed factor given by;
sFactor = (Time spend in VM / Time spend in container)
The results are given in Table 22 below.
Table 5.22: Performance Factor of Container with Respect to VM
Benchmark
Sort
Terasort
Wordcount
Dfsioe-read
Dfsioe-write
Aggregation
Join
Scan
Pagerank
Bayes
Kmeans

3 Nodes
1.032
1.529
1.096
1.052
1.074
1.087
1.037
1.070
1.116
1.224
1.344

5 Nodes
1.079
1.430
1.142
1.066
1.128
1.113
1.111
1.151
1.060
1.074
1.039

7 Nodes
1.053
1.310
1.133
1.078
1.109
1.103
1.113
1.134
1.091
1.064
1.001

9 Nodes
1.134
1.158
1.133
1.122
1.118
1.131
1.104
1.133
1.091
1.053
1.043

The results taken from the table is also depicted in Figure 5.11. As can be seen, the
values of Terasort, Bayes and KMeans approach to 1 while the number of node is
increased. That means, for these three benchmarks, the execution time of both would
match, or VM would go up with better scalability. However, in all other benchmarks,
container showed better scalability with increasing speedup ratios in comparison to
the speedup values in VM.
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Figure 5.11 How Fast is Container when Compared to VM

At that point, it is better to show how the CPU summary differs in VM and Container
when KMeans benchmark is executing. It can be noticed from the Figure 5.12 that
although container better used the CPU resource, in VM the rate of decrease in
iowait state is better than that of containers. This can be attributed to the use of buffer
and cache within VMs.
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Figure 5.12 CPU Usage summary comparison (Left hand side is 3,5,7,9 nodes in
VM, right hand is 3,5,7,9 nodes in Container)
To clarify this result, let us see the maximum resource usage of both VM and
Container during the same benchmark operation. The results are given in Table 23.
From the table we can deduce many results. For example, when looked at the CPU
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used by the system itself, we can see the overhead of VM, which is larger than that of
containers. The second result, as stated above, is the reduction in iowait state of VM,
which is the result of buffered memory usage. The third result is about the disk I/O
write capability of VM and container, where container showed better performance.
Disk I/O performance can also be proven from the benchmark results by looking at
DFSIOE-read and DFSIOE-write values, where again container has better
performance in all sized clusters. For the network performance, it was not possible to
deduce a satisfactory conclusion by only looking at the values given in Table below,
because network has the bottleneck with 1GbE connection. In both solution all the
bandwidth is consumed successfully.
Table 5.23: Maximum Resource usage of VM and Container during KMeans
Benchmark Execution

Resource

Kmeans on VM

Kmeans on Container

CPU

3 node

5 node

7 node

9 node

3 node

5 node

7 node

9 node

User (%)

88.20

90.10

78.70

61.50

89.80

90.80

80.30

72.20

System (%)

6.40

6.70

7.50

9.20

5.90

6.30

5.30

4.70

Iowait (%)

32.90

28.40

8.40

5.60

34.60

17.90

14.50

15.70

Net-recv(MiB)

216.07

382.46

552.22

595.88

192.15

385.26

570.00

572.20

Net-send (MiB)

211.62

385.67

552.89

607.27

192.35

385.73

548.16

611.64

Diskio-read (MiB)

96.12

53.75

25.13

24.25

103.77

47.89

10.03

29.26

Diskio-write(MiB)

168.99

349.16

577.82

655.00

263.71

513.53

761.66

864.19

Mem-used (GiB)

9.60

17.67

19.15

20.05

20.99

33.95

45.13

50.97

Buffer_cache(GiB)

14.42

23.07

35.60

46.81

0.0001

0.0002

0.0005

0.0004
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate and compare the performance of
VM and Container in big data on cloud. We choose KVM and LXD to represent
hypervisor-based virtualization and container-based virtualization, respectively. Each
of the specified environments, CPU, memory, disk I/O and network performance has
been measured by using the HiBench benchmarks.

Before discussing the HiBench results, it is worth to indicate some of our important
findings during the experiment stage of this study. The first thing we have noticed
and solved is the problem with default scheduler of Hadoop. When we start to test
our cluster with the micro benchmark such as TestDFSIO, we have noticed that there
were very big fluctuations in the results of both execution time and throughputs.
After analyzing the job histories kept in Hadoop, we have noticed that the maps and
reducers were not evenly distributed on worker machines. After analyzing the
configuration files, we have seen that the default scheduler of Hadoop was “Capacity
Scheduler”. That’s why the tasks were not being equally distributed. We have
changed this setting to “Fair Scheduler” so that we managed to distribute tasks to
worker machines almost equally.
The second important finding was about the memory settings of Hadoop, especially
in Virtual Machine solution. Although generally 512 MB of memory is given to
hosting machines for Hypervisor, we have noticed that more than 800 MB of RAM is
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being used by Hypervisor and the underlying OS, especially when VM is under a
heavy load. We know that there should be enough memory left for the hypervisor or
otherwise the hosting machine will go into use of swap memory, which is based on
the disk, resulting in slowdown of hosting machine that indirectly affects the
performance of VM. For that reason, we have configured the VMs so that we are left
with 1GB of RAM to hosting machines. After leaving 1GB of RAM to hosting
machine, there were 7GB of RAM was available for VMs. During the Hadoop
installation, that was the amount of memory we set for maximum memory usage for
YARN and Mapreduce. But in that case we faced a third important case in which the
VM was stopping to notify about its power states, which causes the VM to be shut
down by OpenStack Nova services. This case was only noticed when memory
intensive benchmark such as KMeans was working. To solve this, we set 6.5GB for
the maximum value of RAM usage of YARN for tasks. Remaining 512MB of RAM
is being shared by the operating system of VM itself and NodeManager service of
Hadoop. It is also equally important to state that; for container there is no such
problem since they do not have their own Operating Systems. That concludes with an
additional memory cost of VM solution produce an important disadvantage when
compared to Containers. This conclusion can be seen as inherent overhead of VM
solution, such CPU, Network and I/O overhead of extra Operating System contained
within VM solution.
6.1

Comparing the Results with Other Similar Studies

Felter and colleagues (2015) have concluded that both VM and containers are mature
technologies, and that both have negligible performance overheads with respect to
CPU and memory performance when used in Big Data applications. In contrast, our
findings showed that Containers have considerable performance gain in CPU and
memory when compared to VM. Although, we have proven above that Container
does not have memory overhead, as in VM, we set the same amount of maximum
memory for YARN. Despite of that, still Container showed better results in memory
intensive applications. So, in this respect our results do not agree us with that of
Felter.
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Soltesz et al. (2007) measured relative scalability of Linux-VServer and Xen. Their
experiments indicate that the Linux-VServer performs 2x better than VMs for servertype workloads and scale further while preserving performance. Instead of using Xen
and VServer we have used KVM and LXD solutions respectively, and our findings
similar to theirs showed better scalability in container solution. Since, they did not
compare these two solutions under Big Data context, scaling factors are not
comparable, but of both studies are comparable.
Gohil and his colleagues (Gohil et al., 2014), discussed various MapReduce
applications like Wordcount, Pi, TeraSort, Grep in a cloud based Hadoop. They have
shown performance of these applications on Amazon EC2 using two types of Ubuntu
instances with respect to execution time and number of nodes. They found that as the
number of nodes increases the execution time decreases and performance increases.
Similar to their findings, our results of experiment showed that the results of
MapReduce applications are dependent on the size of a Hadoop cluster in an
OpenStack cloud environment.
Aymen and Martineau (2016) have compared the performance of two technologies of
virtualization (Docker containers and VMware) and benchmark the Hadoop software
using these environments. To do this, they used the Teragen, TeraSort and TestDFSIO
benchmarks. Consistent with our findings, they have concluded that; Containers have
more memory efficient solution than that of hypervisor based VM. But on the other
hand, there is an important drawback of LXD type containers since they do not make
use of buffers and caches to speed up disk performance.
Vasconcelos et al., (2014), mentioned the performance issues of CPU and disk I/O. In
their work, they conducted benchmarks to measure the performance of a Hadoop
cluster deployed on OpenNebula clouds with KVM and OpenVZ. Their results
showed that OpenVZ performs better than KVM in the CPU and I/O reading
benchmarks and KVM achieves better performance in the I/O writing benchmarks.
In contrast to their findings, we found LXD containers have better performance both
in I/O reading and I/O writing.
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6.2

Discussion on Our Findings

When all results obtained from the experiments are compared, we can simply
conclude that in every aspect, Container showed better performance and better
scalability in most cases. Now let us answer the question we have stated at the
beginning of our research study.
According to the objective of this thesis, we have stated to investigate, when a VM
and containers are considered;
RQ.1 Which one has better performance under CPU intensive workloads?
In the previous chapter, we have shown that Container shows better performance
under the CPU intensive workloads. WordCount is known as an example of CPU
intensive job and container started with approximately %9.6 of better performance in
three node cluster and ended with %13.3 better performance in nine node cluster.
That means container showed better performance and better scalability during the
cluster scale. Although VM closes the performance gap when Terasort, Kmeans and
Bayes benchmarks are used, container still had better performance of %15.8, %4.3
and %5.3 respectively. We would also like to remind the reader that when the cluster
size is increased to nine, we did not change the data size, where there was no heavy
load on the cluster. This may be one reason of having decreased performance gap.
Another reason for this was the use of buffers and caches, as explained before.
RQ.2 Which one has better performance under I/O intensive workloads?
Clearly the winner is Container. Dfsioe-read and dfsio-write benchmarks are used for
that purpose, and the results indicates that container has %5 to %12 better
performance that of VM.
RQ.3 Which one has better performance under Memory intensive workloads?
Although we have noticed that buffers and caches were not used in the Container,
which produce iowait state for CPU’s, in all memory intensive benchmarks
Container was the clear winner.
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RQ.4 Which one has better performance under Network intensive workloads?
Since the network speed of 1 GbE used in our testing environment hardware, we had
network bottleneck, preventing us to deduce results about the performance
comparison of VM and container. But on the other hand, there were many clues
about the better performance of containers. This result is consistent with the findings
of Yanzhang et al. (2014) focusing on the scalability performance issues of Hadoop
Virtual Cluster with a cost consideration. They noted that disk and network I/O are
the main bottlenecks of cloud platform due to shared resource contention and
interference. To prevent disk I/O bottleneck, we deployed 10 different computing
host machines without disk shared between VMs. This is also the case between
containers. However, we could not prevent network IO bottleneck. VM and container
both have used almost all available network bandwidth provided by the cloud, so that
it was impossible for us to deduce a conclusion about their performance measures.
General Result: Container is the winner of two in performance and scalability.
6.3

Future Works

Since we were having limitation on hardware and storage, we are not able to run
benchmark with huge, gigantic or terascale options. In order to see better results, we
advise to conduct study with larger data size. In addition to that, we also suggest to
work with at least 10 GbE network connection in order to avoid network bottleneck,
so that network performance can also be measured.
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APPENDIX A

SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY ON PERFORMANCE
SCALABILITY IN BIG DATA ON CLOUD USING VM AND
CONTAINER
Abstract. In recent years, big data and cloud computing have gained importance in
IT and business. These two technologies are becoming complementing in a way that
the former requires large amount of storage and computation power, which are the
key enabler technologies of Big Data; the latter, cloud computing, brings the
opportunity to scale on-demand computation power and provides massive quantities
of storage space. Until recently, the only technique used in computation resource
utilization was based on the hypervisor, which is used to create the virtual machine.
Nowadays, another technique, which claims better resource utilization, called
“container” is becoming popular. This technique is otherwise known as “lightweight
virtualization” since it creates completely isolated virtual environments on top of
underlying operating systems. The main objective of this study is to clarify the
research area concerned with performance scalability issues using VM and container
in big data on cloud, and to give a direction for future research.
Keywords— Big Data on Cloud, Cloud Computing, Big Data, Virtual Machine,
Container, Performance Scalability, Comparision of VM vs. Containers
A.1. Introduction
Big data applications continue to receive an ever-increasing amount of attention, thus
they become a dominant class of applications deployed over virtualized
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environments [1]. On the other hand, the resource utilization feature of cloud
computing is mostly based on virtualization techniques, which is the common way to
run different services on the cloud [2]. By combining these two, most of the big data
on cloud environments are using hypervisor to provision the virtual machines. In this
technique, the VMs have their own operating systems which run on the virtual
hardware resources provided by hypervisor [3]. Although it is proven to be a very
useful technique in resource utilization, still there is an inherent overhead because of
the hypervisor [1].
In recent years, containers, which are also called “lightweight virtualization”, are
gaining popularity due to their ability to offer superior performance because they do
not have their own operating systems [2]. Instead, they use the OS kernel underlined
with the host machine and they work similar to a regular application and are
completely isolated from each other as well as from the underlying system. This
technique receives its popularity mostly in Linux OS virtualization, since it uses the
features provided by Linux OS kernel itself, such as “cgroup”, “namespace”, etc., in
order to completely isolate each container from the rest.
In this study, along with the other research questions, the main purpose of
investigation was to identify if there is a gap in the literature and to what extend
those techniques are being studied by using experimental approach.
There are three different databases used in this study to search for relevant papers.
The authors found 308 papers that appeared to be relevant. After applying the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, there were only 62 papers containing significant
information either directly or indirectly related with the research questions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the related works on
performance scalability and comparison of VM vs. containers are discussed in
Section 2. Section 3 presents our methodology and research questions investigated.
In Section 4, the results are summarized and the findings together with discussion is
given. Finally, the limitations of this study is appear in Section 5.
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A.2. Related Work
Readers requiring in-depth information about the technologies and techniques used
in virtual machines and containers together with their relationships to hypervisors
and underlying operating systems are offered to read the white paper published by
Intel [4].
There are many studies in the literature about big data on cloud environment. One of
the Systematic Mapping (SM) studies conducted on this subject is the work of
Ibrahim and his colleagues [5]. They have analysed the scalability issues of storage,
but not the scalability issues of performance within the cloud. They have proposed a
classification for big data, a conceptual view of big data, and a cloud services model.
This model was compared with several representative big data cloud platforms. They
have discussed the background of Hadoop technology and its core component,
namely MapReduce, and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
Yanzhang focuses on the scalability performance issues of Hadoop Virtual Cluster
with cost consideration [6]. They compared the scalability performance with respect
to scale-up and scale-out methods under different workloads. Hadoop benchmarks
and real parallel machine learning algorithms were used to evaluate the scalability
performance. Their experimental results showed that the scale-up method
outperformed the scale-out method for CPU-bound applications, and the opposite for
I/O-bound applications. They also noted that disk and network I/O are the main
bottlenecks of cloud platform due to shared resource contention and interference.
The most comprehensive work on performance comparison of virtual machines and
Linux containers has been done by Felter and colleagues [3]. Their goal was to
isolate and understand the overhead introduced by virtual machines (specifically
KVM) and containers (specifically Docker) relative to non-virtualized Linux on
Cloud. They have concluded that both VM and containers are mature technologies,
and that both have negligible performance overheads with respect to CPU and
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Memory performance. Nevertheless, they warned about the use of these technologies
in case of I/O intensive works, which is the case in Big Data Application on Cloud.
Yang et al. have discussed the impact of virtual machine on Hadoop [7]. They
describe the effect of different virtualization technologies such as KVM, Xen and
OpenVZ on MapReduce environment. Also, they evaluate performance and stability
of HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) on KVM, Xen and OpenVZ. Besides
this, Pedro et al. have presented the performance of KVM and OpenVZ using micro
benchmarks for disk and CPU [8].
There are many other papers in the literature that have studied the perfor mance
scalability of Big Data Applications. However, only a few of them have focused on
performance scalability comparison of Container vs. VM technologies.
A.3. Research Methodology
A systematic map study was performed to obtain the current research map on the
performance scalability issues in big data on cloud. The guidelines proposed by
Peterson and colleagues [9] is followed in this study. The mapping study was
conducted in three main stages, namely planning, execution and result.
A.3.1. Systematic Mapping Plan
In the planning stage, we defined research questions, search strategy, screening of
papers for inclusion and exclusion, classification of papers and data extraction.
A.3.1.1. Research Questions
The following research questions were identified as relevant to purpose:
RQ1. To what extend are the published papers on the performance scalability issues
in big data on cloud are based on experimental study?
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RQ2. What is the percentage of the mostly studied technologies in big data
performance scalability issues on cloud environment?
RQ3. Which is the most investigated hypervisor in big data performance scalability
issues?
RQ4. What types of containers are being studied in big data on cloud?
RQ5. Which components of the resources are mostly investigated for performance
impact on big data analysis?
RQ6. How frequent is the dominating technology being studied in the last five years
as a tool in big data on cloud?
A.3.1.2. Search Strategy
The selected databases for the study are shown in Table A.1 in order to identify
potentially relevant conference articles and journal publications.
The following keywords were used in order to perform the search for the study: Big
data, Cloud Computing, Performance, Scalability, Container, Virtual Machine,
Comparision of VM vs. Containers. Search strings were applied to check keyword,
title, and abstract fields in order to perform the automatic search in the selected
digital libraries.
These strings are given as follows:
[(“Big Data”) AND (“Cloud Computing”) AND (performance OR Scalability)
AND (Container OR VM OR “Virtual Machine”)]
Table A.1. Selected Databases
Database

Location

IEEE Explore

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/

Science Direct

http://www.sciencedirect.com/

ACM Digital Library

http://dl.acm.org/
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A.3.1.3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The aim of this process is to identify the most relevant studies for the mapping study.
According to the research questions, the inclusion and exclusion criteria given in
Table A.2 were applied to the selected papers.
Table A.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inclusion Criteria
Studies addressing performance scalability issues in big data.
Journal and/or conference papers.
Studies that describe virtual machine and container types in the
big data on cloud.
Primary or secondary studies.
Exclusion Criteria
Studies not accessible in full text.
Studies that do not address the performance scalability issues
in big data on cloud.
Studies not presented in English.
Prefaces, slides, panels, editorials or tutorials.
Studies that do not answer the research questions.

A.3.1.4. Classification of Papers
The present work classified the papers according to properties and categories listed
in Table A.3.
Table A.3. Classification of Schema
Properties
Research Approach

Categories
Theory, survey, review, experimental

Year
Article title
Container Type
VM Type
Technology
Component of Hardware Resource

Years between 2009 and 2016
Name of the article
Docker, OpenVZ, LXC, Linux-VServer
Xen, KVM, Vmware (ESX,ESXi), Others
MapReduce, Hadoop, Spark, Storm, FLink
CPU, Disk I/O, Network speed, Memory
(RAM), # of VM /Container

A.3.1.5. Data Extraction
In order to extract data from the selected studies, we designed a data extraction Excel
table. Each selected paper appears as a record item in this file. The data extraction
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table consist of article name, year of publication, technology, component of hardware
resource, VM types and container types. Then, the data that is specifically related to
research questions were extracted from each study.
A.3.2. Execution of Systematic Mapping
At the execution stage, we conducted a systematic mapping study according to the
plan stated in the previous section. The search string was modified for the different
syntax as of databases according to the search criteria, and we have found 308 papers
as candidate studies from all the selected sources. The title, abstract, and keywords
were analysed, and then, some of the articles were eliminated by applying the
exclusion criteria. In case of uncertainties as to inclusion of some papers, the
introduction and conclusion sections of these articles were also taken into
consideration. As a result of eliminating unrelated articles, 62 relevant research
papers were selected.
A.3.3. Results of Mapping
RQ1: To what extend are the published papers on the performance scalability issues
in big data on cloud are based on experimental study?
Objectives: The main objective of answering this question is to identify the
proportion of experimental researches already done when compared to others.
Results: Considering the performed study, 60 of 62 papers were based on
experimental studies making them a majority. Figure A.1. shows the number of
experimental and non-experimental studies with respect to publication years.
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Fig. A.1. Annual Publication count for each of frameworks
R Q 2 : What is the percentage of the mostly studied technologies in big data
performance scalability issues on cloud environment?
Objectives: The main objective of answering this question is to identify to what
extend the mostly studied technology is dominating the research area.
Results: The papers were categorized as follows: Hadoop, MapReduce and Spark. If
a paper’s study could not be defined with a specific technology, it is shown as the
category called ”Other/Generic”.

Fig. A.2. Distribution of Technology
According to the results given in Fig. A.2., 60% (43 papers) of papers used Hadoop
technology, and 24% (17 papers) used MapReduce. Only 3% (2 papers) of papers
have studied using the Spark technology. The researches were mainly focused on two
well-known technologies namely Hadoop and MapReduce. From this, we can
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conclude that the majority of these studies are based on MapReduce, since Hadoop is
itself based on the MapReduce technique.
RQ3: Which is the most investigated hypervisor in big data performance scalability
issues?
Objective: The main objective of this question is to identify the most widely used
virtual machine types for big data performance scalability issues.
Results: 21 papers (34%) used KVM, 22 papers (34%) used Xen, 11 papers (18%)
used VMware, 2 papers (3%) used HyperV as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. A.3. Distribution of VM’s
According to this figure, KVM (Kernel based Virtual Machine) and Xen are found to
be the mostly investigated VM type in Big Data performance scalability issues. If the
paper does not specify the VM type, it is marked as ”Not Specified”. The hypervisors
KVM, Xen, Vmware (ESX,ESXi), HyperV and others are used for provisioning a
virtual machine on the cloud environment.
RQ4: What types of containers are being studied in big data on cloud?
Objective: Our aim with this question is to find the dominating container technology
being studied.
Results: As shown in Figure A.4. the studies are based on four different containers,
namely as Docker, LXC, OpenVZ and Linux VServer. According to this figure,
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Docker is the most commonly studied container type in Big Data performance
scalability issues, while LXC and OpenVZ are equally distributed.

Fig. A.4. Distribution of Containers
RQ5. Which components of the resources are mostly investigated for performance
impact on big data analysis?
Objective: The aim of this question is to determine most commonly studied
hardware component, to show its performance impact.
Results: The most investigated and resulted components are CPU, Disk I/O,
Memory and Network Speed. The findings are consistent with the needs of big data
applications on cloud. Although the performance of memory intensive application
could be influenced by existence of NUMA (Non-uniform Memory Architecture), or
by cache hits, there is no such study found.

Fig. A.5. Distribution of components
Figure A.5., indicates that 35 studies (56% of the total) are focused on CPU, 20
studies (32% of the total) on Memory (RAM), 27 studies (44% of the total) on
Network and 43 studies (69% of the total) are focused on Disk I/O components.
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Also, this figure depicts the number of studies attributing the performance impact to
number of VMs and that of containers is 7 (11%).
RQ6. How frequent is the dominating technology being studied in the last five years
as a tool in big data on cloud?
Objective: The aim of this question is to determine the frequency of research on the
subject within the last five years.
Results: The result shows that 50 papers out of 62 are about the MapReduce based
tool.

Fig. A.6. Frequency of the studies on Hadoop tool
Figure A.6. shows the frequency of studies that are utilizing MapReduce. According
to this figure, it is easily seen that the number of papers which used MapReduce as a
tool increased suddenly in 2013, and the frequency of papers has decreases after
2014.
A.3.4. Conclusion
In this paper, we used systematic mapping technique, to obtain a current research
map on performance scalability issues in big data on cloud. The guidelines proposed
by Peterson and colleagues [9] is followed. Of the 308 papers found in three popular
databases according to our search string, 62 papers were found to be related either
directly or indirectly with the research subject and questions. The papers are then
analysed with respect to the research questions. The following conclusions are
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deduced from the analysis of those related papers; (i) considering the performed
study, 61 of 62 papers were based on experimental studies achieving a majority of
the papers; (ii) the mostly studied technologies are Hadoop and MapReduce; (iii)
KVM is the dominant hypervisor technology used in these studies; (iv) Docker is the
mostly studied container type, and LXC and OpenVZ are the technologies that are
used equally; and (v) CPU and I/O scalability are the issues that are mostly handled
when comparing these technologies.
The most important finding of this research is that there are only a handful academic
papers which compare the performance scalability of hypervisor-based virtual
machines vs. containers for the big data applications on cloud. On the other hand,
although there are many researches about the comparison of either VM vs. ”bare
metal” (physical) on cloud, only three of them compares the performance in Big Data
on Cloud. This was the second gap found during this study.
Another most important implication of this study shows that there is a lack of
empirical study conducted on the other popular Big Data analysis frameworks, such
as Spark, Storm, etc.
A.3.5. Limitations
In this study, only three databases are searched for relevant papers. These
technologies have gained popularity over the past few years, and journal/conference
papers may contain more than those of found in these databases. We believe that
other databases should also be considered in such analysis, and we plan to further
analyse those papers.
As stated by Inayat [10], the basic limitations of any systematic review are the bias in
the selection of studies and the possible imprecision in data extraction from the
variable sources. Although we have followed the guidelines given by Peterson [9],
there can be more serious strategies to avoid such biases.
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